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Who wants a copy when you can own the real thing?

The SP5K-PDW is semi-automatic civilian sporting version of the ultimate close quarters weapon – The HK MP5K. The “K” designation is from the 
German word for short – kurz; thus the K model’s shorter barrel and receiver. 

But no matter the size, all SP5 and MP5 models share the same HK roller-delayed blowback operating system, which is legendary for its accuracy, 
reliability, and smooth shooting dynamic. Originally perfected on the Heckler & Koch G3 rifle, this system has been used on many HK firearms still 
deployed around the world. The SP5K-PDW was designed and manufactured to meet the definition of a civilian pistol. It is loaded with authentic 
features, like a 4.5” barrel with Navy-style threaded tri-lug adaptor, paddle magazine release, and fluted chamber. 

The SP5K-PDW is manufactured in Heckler & Koch’s factory in Oberndorf, Germany. It retains many of the critical elements of the MP5 and MP5K, 
including its precision-machined components and attention to detail. This high level of quality and workmanship is a result of making civilian SP5 
variants in the same factory, on the same lines, and by the same workforce that has been making MP5s for years.

Caliber 9mm x 19
Operating principle Recoil operated
Bolt system Rotating bolt
Locking system Roller-delayed blowback
Magazine capacity 30/10 rounds
Cartridge case ejection Right side
 
Dimensions
Length 13.8 inches / 350 mm 
Width 2.40 inches / 61 mm 
Height 8.66 inches / 220 mm
Barrel length 5.83 inches / 148 mm 

Weight 
Weight (without magazine) 4.2 lb (2050 grams)
Magazine weight empty  30rd-6 oz/170 g, 10rd-3.88 oz/110 g
 
Other
Trigger pull  6.74-10.11 pounds-force / 30-45 N ( approximate)  
Return travel .12 inches / 3 mm
Trigger travel  .24 inches / 6 mm
Sight radius  10.2 inches / 260 mm
Groove/land profile 6 grooves, right-hand twist

CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE
SP5K-PDW 9mm with two 30rd magazines - 81000481 (UPC 642230261815) MSRP $2799 
SP5K-PDW 9mm with two 10rd magazines - 81000482 (UPC 642230261808) MSRP $2799

Magazine, 9mm, 30 rounds - 206349S (UPC 642230254336) MSRP $80
Magazine, 9mm, 15 rounds - 215610S (UPC 642230251809) MSRP $80
Magazine, 9mm, 10 rounds - 239257S (UPC 642230255210) MSRP $80

MP5 Type Sights
The SP5K-PDW is equipped with the same 

adjustable sights used on the MP5K.

Roller-delayed Blowback Operating System
The SP5K-PDW uses the roller-delayed 

blowback operating system found on MP5 
models — famous for its reliability, accuracy, 

and safe functioning.

SP5K/MP5 30-round 
steel magazine (10-round 
magazines also available)

SP5K-PDW
9 mm x 19 

Paddle-style
magazine release

Finger guard keeps 
shooter’s support
hand properly positioned 
and secure during firing

Navy-style barrel
with threaded
tri-lug adaptor

Extended ambidextrous
safety selector lever

Drum-style rear sight. The
same system used on the
select-fire MP5K

Sling
attachment
point

Water Resistant and Durable Case
The SP5K-PDW comes in its own hard case with 

a custom cutout to fit the pistol, sight tool, extra 
magazine, and accessories. 

MADE IN 
GERMANY
QUALITY


